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IT Service Management & ITIL

For those new to the concepts….
●

What is IT Service Management (ITSM)?
○

The implementation and management of quality IT services that meet the needs of the business

○

IT service management is performed by IT service providers through an appropriate mix of people,
process, partners, and information technology

●

Is tha
thatt the same thing as ITIL
ITIL??
○

Though often
often used inter
interchang
changeeably
ably,, ITIL is a framew
amework ffor
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approaching IT Servic
Servicee Manag
Management
ement

○

It is the most widely-adopted ITSM framework and is recognized globally

○

You may hear
hear people speak
speak of ITIL v3 and ITIL 44;; a subst
substantial upda
updatte was
was rele
released
ased eearlier
arlier this ye
year
ar,,
which bet
better reflec
reflectts the ev
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itself

Why a new ITIL?
●

Businesses have changed
As has IT’s role within them

●

IT has changed
From traditional to hybrid cloud

●

New practices have emerged
E.g., DevOps, Lean and Agile

A Conceptual Shift….
● Adapt and customize IT Service Management for your organization’s needs
● Use guiding principles to guide decision making
● Apply governance for direction and control
● Co-create value with stakeholders based on opportunity and demand through use
of services and products
● Break down silos and embrace collaboration
● Leverage complementary frameworks and “Practices:” e.g., Org Change, Project
Management, Agile, DevOps, Enterprise Architecture, LEAN...
● Increase process automation and outcome delivery

Why We Think ITIL 4 Just Makes Sense
Focuses on making value-driven decisions, not implementing “process for process’
sake”
Better emphasizes the crucial roles of people and technology, by focusing on practices
(comprising people, process, partners, and technology)
Paints a better picture of how ITIL and frameworks (e.g., DevOps, PMBOK, Lean) “play”
together , without seeking to reinvent the wheel

The ITIL Highlight Reel…..

Seven Guiding Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Focus on value
Start where you are
Progress iteratively with feedback
Collaborate and promote visibility
Think and work holistically
Keep it simple and practical
Optimize and automate

Core to ITIL 4, these common-sense principles provide guidance for sound
decision-making

The Service Value System focusing on value-driven decisions

Service Value System

Service Value Chain (SVC)
operating model for the creation, delivery and ongoing improvement of services

SVC Example: Accessible Technologies
Demand
University of Washington (UW) and the State of Washington require
accessible products. When products are inaccessible, a roadmap that
details how and when they will become accessible is required.
Engage
The UW-IT AT team confirms that a product is
inaccessible and engages the UW-IT Service
Owner (SO). The SO serves as a liaison,
coordinating efforts with the AT team,
a service team subject
matter expert, and the vendor.
The SO escalates the issue by
engaging with the vendor, finding
the people accountable for
improvements who can confirm
commitment and allocate resources.
Plan
The AT team works with the SO to develop an
improvement plan. The plan may include confirming
executive level sponsorship for the improvements, in-person vendor
trainings, working sessions, testing, and maintaining a backlog of
improvement issues to ensure steady progress.

Design & Transition
UW-IT works with the vendor’s product designers to help them make accessible
decision choices.
Obtain/build
The vendor builds improvements into the product.
Deliver & Support
The vendor incorporates improvements
into their software releases.
Products & Services
The UW-IT Service team leverages the
improvements to inform which products
and services are released at UW.
Value
The UW community receives accessible products with an
improved user experience.
Improve
Because products are continuously evolving and vendor staff naturally turn over,
continued engagement and continual improvement is essential to maintain priority
among competing priorities.

The Four Dimensions of Service Management
emphasizing the crucial roles of people and technology
1.
2.
3.
4.

Organizations and people
Information and technology
Partners and suppliers
Value streams and
processes

New to ITIL - “Management Practice”
●

ITIL 4 introduces the concept of “management practices” as a means of organizing
ITSM capabilities
○ Definition: a set of organizational resources designed for performing work or accomplishing an
○
○

objective
Scope: processes, people, technology, and partners (i.e., the four dimensions)
They are sets of capabilities, and don’t necessarily map to an org chart structure

● For those pre
practic
tices
es should look familiar
amiliar……...
……...
previously ver
versed
sed in ITIL, mos
mostt of the prac

The 34 ITIL Practices
General Management Practices

Service Management Practices

Technical Management Practices

Strategy management

Business analysis

Deployment management

Portfolio management

Service catalogue management

Infrastructure and platform management

Architecture management

Service design

Software development and management

Service financial management

Service level management

Workforce and talent management

Availability management

Continual improvement

Capacity and performance management

Measurement and reporting

Service continuity management

Risk management

Monitoring and event management

Information security management

Service desk

Knowledge management

Incident management

Organizational change management

Service request management

Project management

Problem management

Relationship management

Release management

Supplier management

Change control
Service validation and testing
Service configuration management
IT asset management

ITIL v3 process/function (as is, or slightly different name)
NOT a standalone ITIL v3 process/function

What happened to those ITIL v3 Processes?
They’re still there!! They’re still key.
Previously, ITIL emphasized the processes, called out some functions, and touched
on aspects such as org change, supplier management
● ITIL 4 shifts to a practice focus; processes are “simply” one of four dimensions
● Better reflects the diverse and dynamic nature of today’s IT landscape, .e.g:
●

○
○
○

Organizational change is now a practice - part of the Organizations & People dimension
Partner
artnerss & Supplier
Supplierss ar
aree more
more he
heavily
avily emphasized,
emphasized, and with a st
stand-alone dimension
Informa
Information
tion & Technolog
Technologyy is a st
stand-alone dimension

ITIL is Not Adopted in a Vacuum

It’s not Either/Or... it’s And... it’s How
examples of ITIL and other industry norms coming together
●
●

●
●
●

The org that has emphasizes a DevOps mindset as part of its guiding principles will use that
to shape its Change Control, Release, and Deployment Management practices
The Project Management practice that uses PMBOK standards to establish its approach to
waterfall projects, yet employs the Agile Scrum methodology to manage deployment
activities
The Organizational Development practice that is versed in the Prosci methodology, and
consults with other practices, emphasizing the Organizations and people dimension
The Security Management practice that strives to follow the ISO/IEC 27002 code of practice
The Continual Improvement Management practice that uses Lean IT principles to make
small, iterative changes to improve customer service

What’s Next?

What We’re Doing in UW-IT
●

We’ve made a few small changes
○

ITIL Foundations training will be done on ITIL 4

○

For those already certified, developing ITIL 4 Overview sessions to highlight deltas

○

Shifting from a process to practice mindset

○

Tweaked some v3 process names to reflect ITIL 4 names
■

Change Management becomes Change Control

■

Request Fulfillment becomes Service Request Management

● Nex
t)
Next st
steps are
are being planned (via a minor projec
project)
○

Focus on the value
value chain (e.g., UW-IT
UW-IT ccase
ase studies,
studies, aids)

○

Some service management team members attending deeper dive training

Where You Might Start
●
●
●

UW-IT Fall Quarter ITIL 4 Overview Training
ITIL 4 Certification Training
Fill out a Service Management Training request form, or email help@uw.edu with
“ITIL Training” in the subject line

Thank you!!!
Questions?

Appendix:
additional info for future reference

ITIL 4: The Big Picture
Acknowledges the
complexities and competing
priorities for IT, and that
these drivers may come
from multiple directions and
sources.

The focus is on Value and
how to get there.

The central element of the
Service Value System is an
operating model which
outlines the
key activities required to
respond to demand and
facilitate value creation
ITIL is the most popular IT service management (ITSM) body of knowledge in the world,
and provides the guidance organizations need to address new service management challenges
and utilize the potential of modern technology.
Based on AXELOS material. Reproduced under license from AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved

v1.0 February 5, 2019

The Four Dimensions of Service Management
To ensure a holistic approach to service management, ITIL 4 outlines four dimensions of service management, from which each component
of the SVS should be considered. Failing to address all four dimensions properly may result in services becoming undeliverable, or not
meeting expectations of quality or efficiency.
_________________________
Information and
Technology

Organizations and
People

The information and
technology dimension
includes the information and
knowledge necessary for
the management of
services, as well as the
technologies required. It
also incorporates the
relationships between
different components of the
SVS, such as the inputs and
outputs of activities and

It is important to ensure that
the way an organization is
structured and managed,
as well as its roles,
responsibilities, and
systems of authority and
communication, is well
defined and supports its
overall strategy and
operating model.

Partners and Suppliers
The partners and suppliers
dimension encompasses an
organization's relationships
with other organizations that
are involved in the design,
development, deployment,
delivery, support and/or
continual improvement of
services. It also incorporates
contracts and other
agreements between the
organization and its partners
or suppliers.

Builds upon the ITIL v3
focus on People, Process,
Product & Partners

Value Streams and
Processes
VALUE STREAMS

It is important to note that the four dimensions of service
management apply to all services being managed, as well as to the
SVS in general. It is therefore essential that these perspectives should be
considered for every service, and that each one should be addressed
when managing and improving the SVS at all levels.

The value streams and
processes dimension is
concerned with how the
various parts of the
organization work in an
integrated and coordinated
way to enable value creation
through products and
services. The dimension
focuses on what activities the
organization undertakes and
how they are organized, as
well as how the organization
ensures that it is enabling
value creation for all
stakeholders efficiently and
effectively.

Based on AXELOS material. Reproduced under license from AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved. (Figure 3.1 The Four Dimensions of Service Management - ITIL® Foundation, ITIL 4 edition. 2019)

People: org structure, org
change, roles/
responsibilities
Information & Technology:
Knowledge and
technology
Partners & Suppliers:
emphasizes importance of
strategic partnerships with
your org's stakeholders
and your vendors
Value streams/ Processes/
Practices: how the org
works in a coordinated
way

The Seven ITIL Guiding Principles
A guiding principle is a recommendation that
guides an organization in all circumstances,
regardless of changes in its goals, strategies, type
of work, or management structure. A guiding
principle is universal and enduring.

Focus on value. Everything
the organization does should
link back, directly or indirectly,
to value for itself, its customers
and other stakeholders.

Collaborate and promote
visibility.
When
initiatives
involve the right people in the
correct roles, efforts benefit
from better buy-in, more
relevance,
and
increased
likelihood of long-term success.

Optimize
and
automate.
Organizations must maximize
the value of the work carried
out by their human and
technical resources.

Start where you are. Do not
start
over
without
first
considering what is already
available to be leveraged.

The guiding principles are universally
applicable to practically any initiative and to all
relationships with stakeholder groups. For
example, the first principle, focus on value, can
(and should) be applied not only to service
consumers, but to all relevant stakeholders and
their respective definitions of value.

Progress
iteratively
with
feedback. Resist the temptation
to do everything at once. Even
huge
initiatives
must
be
accomplished iteratively.

Think and work holistically.
The
outputs
that
the
organization delivers to itself,
its customers, and other
stakeholders will suffer unless
it works in an integrated way to
handle its activities as a whole,
rather than as separate parts.

Keep it simple and practical.
Always use the minimum
number of steps to accomplish
an objective.

Examples where
complementary frameworks
could be leveraged:
Progress iteratively with
feedback (Agile)

Think and work holistically
(Enterprise Architecture)

Keep it simple and practical
(LEAN)
Optimize and automate
(DevOps)
Collaborate and promote
visibility (Org Change and
Relationship Management)

“Processes” and “Practices”
While ITIL serves as a solid framework, it also has a reputation for being too process
heavy and operationally focused. ITIL 4 brings the focus up higher for governance and
decision making, focuses more on value, and allows for the deep dives into practices,
and processes, where needed. We already do a lot of this. Examples in UW-IT:
●
●
●
●
●

Strategy management practice (SoaPs, ITI quarterly business service forecasts)
Org Change Management practice (Org Dev is maturing its practice)
Incident Management process may really be a practice (AARFs for continual improvement,
URC, cross org process team/roles, tools like UW Connect, conference bridge, slack, etc.)
Problem management - process or practice?
Information security management is a practice, not a process

34 ITIL Practices
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

SERVICE MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

Architecture Management

Availability Management

Deployment Management

Continual Improvement

Business Analysis

Information Security
Management

Capacity and Performance
Management

Infrastructure and Platform
Management

Knowledge Management

Change Control

Measurement and Reporting

Incident Management

Portfolio Management

IT Asset Management

Organizational Change
Management

Monitoring and Event
Management

Project Management

Problem Management

Relationship Management

Release Management

Risk Management

Service Catalog Management

Service Financial Management

Service Configuration
Management

Strategy Management

Supplier Management

Workforce and Talent
Management

Service Continuity Management
Service Design
Service Desk
Service Level Management
Service Request Management
Service Validation and Testing

Software Development and
Management

The objective is not to
implement all practices. It
is to leverage practices
where there is
organizational need and
the effort would bring
value.
UW-IT has maturity in
several practice areas.

Proposed approach:
Leverage Org Change
Management practice to
assess, then gradually
shift from “process” to
“practice” where it makes
sense over next 6
months. Be thoughtful
and intentional about
implications with roles,
definitions, etc.

Seven Detailed ITIL Practices
A practice is a set of organizational resources
designed for performing work or accomplishing
an objective.

The purpose of the Change
Control practice is to maximize
the number of successful IT
changes by ensuring that risks
have been properly assessed,
authorizing changes to proceed,
and managing the change
schedule.

The purpose of the Service
Request Management practice
is to support the agreed quality
of a service by handling all
pre-defined, user-initiated
service requests in an effective
and user-friendly manner.

The purpose of Problem
Management is to reduce the
likelihood and impact of incidents
by identifying actual and potential
causes of incidents, and
managing workarounds and
known errors.

The purpose of Incident
Management is to minimize the
negative impact of incidents by
restoring normal service
operation as quickly as possible.

Note some subtle
updates:
The purpose of the Continual
Improvement practice is to align
the organization's practices and
services with changing business
needs through the ongoing
identification and improvement of
services, service components,
practices, or any element involved
in the efficient and effective
management of products and
services.

The purpose of the Service
Desk practice is to capture
demand for incident resolution
and service requests. It should
also be the entry point and
single point of contact for the
service provider with all of its
users.

The purpose of the Service Level
Management practice is to set
clear business-based targets for
service performance, so that the
delivery of a service can be
properly assessed, monitored, and
managed against these targets.

Continual Service
Improvement is now
“Continual
Improvement”

“Service Desk” is now
a practice rather than
a function

Change Management
is now “Change
Control” to not collide
with Org Change
Management

Guiding Principles: UW-IT transition to ITIL 4
Start where we are (don’t throw out what works well, don’t retrain everyone)
Progress iteratively (make small incremental changes to our framework)
Think and work holistically (these are not org chart changes; we do much of this now)
Keep it simple and practical (don’t confuse staﬀ with forcing new terminology)
Optimize and automate (find opportunities to improve flow, reduce complexity)
Collaborate and promote visibility (w/w Org Dev for org change dimensions)
Focus on Value (only invest time in what will benefit leadership and staﬀ)

Considerations for UW-IT’s transition
●
●

Manage the transition as a Project (P3)
Partner with Org Dev team on the Org Change dimensions
○
○

●

SMO engage with EA, PMO, Communications, Process Owners, ITSM CAB, etc.
Consider how we message the use of Agile, DevOps, LEAN

Training
○
○
○
○
○
○

don’t
’t need tto
o rreetr
train
ain all UW-IT
UW-IT st
staﬀ on FFounda
oundations
tions
We don
We do need to communicate with staﬀ about what’s new as it applies to them
Continue oﬀering periodic classes to campus IT and UW-IT via arrangement with Pink Elephant
Provided overview session to Service Management Board and SLT
Provide overview sessions for UW-IT on “what’s the same and what’s new”
Update documentation

Questions for POPM
Your initial impressions of the updated framework? Any concerns?
Thoughts on our implementation approach?
Thoughts on Practice vs Process?
Initial thoughts on who else should be Foundations trained? (note that it is focused on
passing the certification test to ensure understanding of basic terminology and
concepts, vs how it applies to our org). We also have an option of hiring Anil for shorter
Overviews, and us providing them.

Reference links
ITIL 4 Foundations materials: for internal UW-IT use only due to copyright
Axelos ITIL 4 Update, FAQs, certification mapping, etc.
UW-IT Service Management Portal

ITIL Service Value System (SVS)
The ITIL service value system (SVS) is a
set of interconnected activities that an
organization performs in order to deliver a
valuable product or service to its consumers
and to facilitate value.

Governance is the means
by which an organization is
directed and controlled.

The 34 practices are sets
of organizational resources
designed for performing work
or accomplishing an objective.

The purpose of the SVS is to ensure that
the organization continually co-creates
value with all stakeholders through the
use and management of products and

The seven guiding principles
are recommendations that can
guide an organization in all
circumstances.

Continual improvement is a
recurring activity to ensure
that performance continually
meets stakeholders’

The service value chain is an
operating model that outlines the
key activities required to
respond to demand and facilitate
value realization through the
creation and management of
products and services.

Copyright ©AXELOS Limited 2019 Reproduced under license from AXELOS Limited All rights reserved (Figure 4.1 The ITIL Service Value System - ITIL® Foundation, ITIL 4 edition, 2019)

The Service Value Chain
The central element of the SVS
is the service value chain, an
operating model that outlines the
key activities required to
respond to demand and facilitate
value realization through the
creation and management of
products and services.

The purpose of the plan value
chain activity is to ensure a
shared understanding of the
vision, current status, and
improvement direction for all
four dimensions and all
products and services across
the organization.

The purpose of the design
and transition value chain
activity is to ensure that
products and services
continually meet stakeholder
expectations for quality, costs,
and time to market.

Opportunity is the need or
desire for products and services
among internal and external
customers.

Service value chain activities
represent the steps an
organization takes in the
creation of value. Each activity
contributes to the value chain
by transforming specific inputs
into outputs.

Value can enable the creation of
many types of value for a wide
group of stakeholders.

The purpose of the deliver and
support value chain activity is to
ensure that services are delivered
and supported according to agreed
specifications and stakeholders’
expectations.

The purpose of the engage value
chain activity is to provide a good
understanding of stakeholder
needs, transparency, and continual
engagement as well as good
relationships with all stakeholders.

The purpose of the obtain or
build value chain activity is to
ensure that service components
are available when and where
they are needed, and meet
agreed specifications.

The purpose of the improve
value chain activity is to ensure
continual improvement of
products, services, and practices
across all value chain activities
and the four dimensions of
service management.

Based on AXELOS material. Reproduced under license from AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved. (Figure 4.2 The ITIL Service Value Chain - ITIL Foundation 2018)

Service value chain activities
are connected to and interact
with one another as part of
larger value streams designed
to carry out specific tasks or
respond to specific situations.

The 8 Additional Practices
IT Asset Management
The purpose of the IT
Asset Management
practice is to plan and
manage the full lifecycle
of all IT assetst to help the
organization.

Relationship Management
The purpose of the
Relationship Management
practice is to establish and
nurture the links between
the organization and its
stakeholders at strategic
and tactical levels. It
includes the identification,
analysis, monitoring, and
continual improvement of
relationships with and
between stakeholders.

Monitoring and Event
Management
The purpose of the
Monitoring and Event
Management practice is to
systematically observe
services and service
components, and record
and report selected
changes of state identified
as events.

Supplier Management
The purpose of the
Supplier Management
practice is to ensure that
the organization’s
suppliers and their
performances are
managed appropriately to
support the seamless
provision of quality
products and services.

Deployment Management
The purpose of the
Deployment Management
practice is to move new or
changed hardware,
software, documentation,
processes, or any other
component to live
environments.

Service Configuration
Management
The purpose of the
Service Configuration
Management practice is
to ensure that accurate
and reliable information
about the configuration of
services, and the CIs that
support them, is available
when and where it is
needed.

Information Security
Management
The purpose of the
Information Security
Management practice is to
protect the information
needed by the
organization to conduct its
business. This includes
understanding and
managing risks to the
confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of
information, as well as
other aspects of
information security.

Release Management
The purpose of the
Release Management
practice is to make new
and changed services and
features available for use.

